Recently, someone posted this:

[Video Link]

As you can see here, in these so called random "Satanist" Forums, all these charlatan idiots are doing is promoting the worst of the worst that one can imagine. This defamation of Satan and the Gods, will always cause spiritual punishment to those who incur Satan's Wrath by engaging in these criminal decisions under His Name.

IN THE FRONTPAGE OF THE JOS IT IS SPECIFIED: THOSE WHO DO ANY SORTS OF ABOMINATIONS AND CALL THESE "RITUALS", LET ALONE ANY "BLOOD SACRIFICES", ARE DOING WHAT THE JEWS ARE DOING AND THAT IS AGAINST SATANISM!

Jews, Muslims, and even brainwashed Christians who have bought into the approach of their OWN faiths, and their OWN perception about "Satanism", are engaging in abominations that are of an inconceivable nature, for centuries. This is a reflection of their own programs of death, and not of Satanism. They are also so severely deluded and uneducated, that anyone can tell them a lie online and they might engage in fatal mistakes for their existence and that of others.
NO LOSS OF LIFE IS NECESSARY IN *ANY WAY* TO ACHIEVE ANY SPIRITUAL WORKING! Anyone who says this criminal stuff online, should be strayed away from.

If one is getting thoughts of doing physical harm to other people, or anything of the sort, this is NEVER the Demons. As Ancient Sources reveal [and not these lowlife drug abusing dogs that you might find plenty of "Forums" online], the Demons are forces of good and improvement.

Unfortunately, due to massive disinformation, there are people who still ascribe their psychopathy to the "Demons", as many have done this to "Jesus", "Spirits" or anything of the sort before. These are psychological issues.

THIS LINE AND APPROACH OF THE JOS IS UNALTERABLE. Do not let ANYONE tell you otherwise.

There are many psychopaths online and this has to be understood. This figure "EA Koetting" that is in question, was busy doing strange rituals where he was keeping skulls of Goats around, writing nonsense about murder, and dancing like a sissy on top of a "Pentacle" as humping or something, to supposedly "Summon Azazel".

Needless to say, all of this acting and scene is nothing else but a movie. Because none of this really confers any spiritual power whatsoever. Given also this behavior is "Kosher Certified", these people generally don't have any issues promoting this type of "Satanism" around, which is very welcome to the jews. Since they basically roll out in laughter as they see these things.

These lead nowhere spiritually. Since this is mostly about doing a circus, it's also always "accepted" by the mainstream outlets, and nothing is ever done.

These people's aim is primarily to sell books, add shock value, and do nonsense or outright dangerous things, let alone providing others with the same "advice". Most of this is solely an act on their behalf. They can't move a toothpick spiritually and they hold no real or actual "Spiritual Power" with the ability to influence the world or their own life.

Another nutcase of jewish descent, for example, was doing "Satanic Pole dancing" to people some time ago. It was a prerequisite for being a proper Satanists to watch or something. These idiots and lowlifes think they are anywhere capable to criticize or "speak" about Satanism.

They are not. They are dust in the wind and nothing. The natural inclination of Hebrews, Christians and many Muslims, is to engage in Satanism only to harm its reputation. This is well known by now.
Years ago, one of these "organizations" was trying to write public taunts on the JoS to try to attack us on this stance of us being logical human beings - Be aware, that this is deliberate.

Not that long ago, they also did fake accounts and impersonations in their forums, and more often than not, they try to infiltrate here, sic on members, or try to promote nonsense to people all over the web. When they aren't doing that, many will also engage in typical slander and writing misinformation online.

Impersonation can go as far as impersonating "High Priests", or in the case of some really naïve people [new to spirituality], even claim that they have "Instructions from Demons", or that they are part of some "Special secret coven" or whatever else. Disregard all these things when you listen to them, and move away immediately!

If you speak to ANYONE, or see in ANY FORUM ONLINE, JUST ABOUT ANYTHING PERTAINING TO HARMING INNOCENTS OR RANDOM PEOPLE, STRAY AWAY IMMEDIATELY!

The JoS wants full, entirely, spiritual change, intellectual change, and causing positive change away from superstition building on the enlightenment of the masses. This is achieved with spirituality, information and understanding. Not by bogus pointless actions. Spirituality can achieve what nothing can possibly reach.

For those that don't have a view of this, these people are either schizophrenics, enemy operatives, or both. They do this on purpose to destroy Satanism and all its branches. They are also doing this since the 80's, so there is nothing new here. They prey on mentally ill people, and make them do horrible things, which they later "ascribe" to Satan's Name or that of the Gods.

These types are also busy constantly, daily, 365 days per year, trying to sic on people from any Satanic forums [private communications and whatnot] and deceive them from True Satanism, meditation, and enlightenment, and spread enemy and corrupted agenda on them. Typical shill accounts are present everywhere in the web. You will very easily recognize them.

Indeed, with a quick Googling of these, one can easily lose count on how many of these nutcases are online. They are coming up like mushrooms, but their message is always the same: Things that are harmful to other human beings, illegal actions, or talk that directly promotes doing crimes or anything of the sort. THESE ARE TO BE AVOIDED LIKE WILDFIRE!

Many are also naïve enough, that they are doing "meetings" with random strangers from here. You never know who you are going to meet. If it goes well, you don't know. But if it goes really bad? What would happen if one meets with
one of these psychopaths? That would be a disaster.

At the same rate, the JoS has done everything possible to inform about these corrupted individuals, and also give proper advice on how to deal with these. Move away completely. There is NOTHING to gain.

The best thing you can do, is never have strange associations, and grow in this positive path on JoS material. Stay away from the hybrid of this dog excrement that does these crimes contrary to Satan's Will or practices "Anti-Christian" Satanism.

Satan will spiritually eradicate these individuals, as he has been for a while. All those who have been doing copious damage to Satan's reputation, always get to experience the downfall of this.

A VERY REVEALING POST ABOUT THIS 5 DAYS AFTER THE INITIAL POSTING...

[Jack] wrote:

?????
Remarkable filing in the case of high-level Kikenwaffen member Kaleb Cole outs Joshua Caleb Sutter, the publisher of Martinet Press (Iron Gates, Liber 333, Bluebird), AWD member & a key figure in the O9A Tempel ov Blood, as an FBI informant. Since '03
This is a motion to suppress evidence from a search warrant served at the Texas house where Cole (known as "Khimaere" in AWD) moved to with John Cameron Denton & other AWD after he came under too much law enforcement pressure in the PNW. For background: https://www.thedailybeast.com/neo-nazi-...s-downfall [Note: Link is no longer available]

Cole is charged with leading a conspiracy to intimidate reporters across the US, along with other AWD members. Every one of them has since pleaded guilty aside from him. The allegation is that Sutter's role in building intel was never disclosed.

Sutter, according to the filing, earned more than $140,000 from the feds, including $80,000 since 2018, when AWD came under heavy federal investigation following my ProPublica investigation with @Jake_Hanrahan & AC Thompson https://www.propublica.org/article/Kikenwaffen-division-inside-white-hate-group [Note: Link is no longer available]

United States District Court
Eastern District of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia)
CRIMINAL DOCKET FOR CASE #: 2:03-mj-00137-UJ-1

Defendant (1)

JOSHUA CALEB SUTTER
TERMINATED: 03/11/2003

Sutter isn't identified by name, but it's undoubtedly him. Martinet Press publishes Order of Nine Angles texts that have radicalized countless youth in Neo-Fascist, (FAKE) Satanist practices. He has that aforementioned '03 conviction for trying to tell a firearm w/an obliterated serial.
II. FACTS

For a number of years prior to the institution of charges in the case the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI") investigated an organization called Atomwaffen, of which Mr. Cole is an alleged member. They employed a confidential informant ("CI") as part of the investigation and paid him handsomely. The government has informed defense counsel that the CI in this case has worked as an informant for the FBI for approximately the past sixteen years. Since 2003, he has been paid over $140,000 for this work. More importantly, the CI has been paid $78,133.20 plus an expense advance of $4,378.60, since February 7, 2018, which almost entirely coincides with his work on the investigation into Mr. Cole and Atomwaffen.

The CI is a convicted felon and currently owns and operates a publishing company that distributes white supremacist writings. The CI began his long career as a professional informant in exchange for consideration regarding his sentence on a federal conviction for possession of a firearm with an obliterated serial number and an unregistered silencer. He has continued this work for pay.

There's more in this filing, including the original FBI affidavit for the search of the AWD TX house, which has never been made public before. Bottom line is this: **Martinet Press has been essentially bankrolled by the feds, pumping out a steady stream of extremist literature.**

*I've covered terrorism cases in the US (Ethan Melzer) and the UK (see last summer's @BBCPanorama w/@DdesimoneDaniel) where Martinet texts/O9A is a central element of Extreme Right wing ideology.*

**The FBI have effectively been silent partners in Martinet.**
Send this to anyone who has a False Understanding of Satanism. These are not Satanists. These are Agent Provocateurs who are Funded by Feds to perform false flag terror attacks and then blame the Right Wingers and Satanists as a whole.